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SUPERIOR SOUND, SIMPLICITY AND STYLE. 
Those three elements are at the heart of 
every Plantronics headset. And for more 

than forty years they’ve served as the 
foundation for headsets designed to fit 

a variety of needs and lifestyles.

That’s why we’re confident you’ll find 
a headset in this catalog that will deliver 

the rich, clear sound and comfortable 
fit you need—whether you’re talking at 
home (pg. 24), at work (pg. 8), on the road 

(pg. 20), or everywhere life takes you (pg. 4). 
There are even headsets built specifically 
for gaming (pg. 30) or for use with your 

computer (pg. 28).

You’ll also find a number of VoIP-enabled 
headsets throughout this catalog. Just 

look for these icons:

Headsets with this icon are recommended 
for IP desk phones

Headsets with this icon are recommended 
for PC-based softphones
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These days, life seems to require more devices—
from HOME, OFFICE AND MOBILE 
PHONEs to MP3 players, PC-based softphones 
and PDAs. But you shouldn’t need a different 
headset for each one. That’s why we’ve developed 
a selection of versatile, MULTI-UsE headsets 
designed to simplify your life.   

MULTI-USE



PLANTRONICS 
VOYAGER™ HEADSET FAMILY
Unite your office phone, PC-based softphone and any 
standard Bluetooth® device with a Bluetooth all-in-one 
headset that lets you switch seamlessly between 
multiple devices.

• Switch between multiple Bluetooth enabled devices—including  
 mobile phones, laptops, PDAs—even desk phones—using a 
 single headset thanks to our innovative multipoint technology

• Converse in comfort with a lightweight headset designed 
 for all-day use 

• Answer and end calls remotely up to 33 feet from 
 your desk phone with an HL10 Automatic Handset 
 Lifter (See pg. 11) or by combining your PC-based 
 softphone with PerSonoCall® software 

Which Voyager is right for you?

Plantronics Voyager™ 510 Bluetooth Headset 

Be heard clearly, even on the go, with a Noise-Canceling 
microphone featuring WindSmart® technology      

Plantronics Voyager 510-USB 
Bluetooth Headset

Go wireless on your PC-based softphone 
with the 100% plug-and-play USB adapter 

and PerSonoCall software to provide call 
control for all major enterprise-class softphones

To learn more, see our Wireless System Comparison chart on page 12.

Plantronics Voyager 510SL 
Bluetooth Headset System 

Link your desk phone and mobile 
phone to one headset with the 
Deskphone Adapter 

�
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Plantronics .
Voyager .510

Phones not included
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PLANTRONICS PULSAR™ 590A 
Bluetooth® HEADSET*

Switch between phone conversations and your 
favorite music with this wireless stereo headset.

• Listen to high-fidelity stereo music wirelessly on laptops, 
 iPods, PCs, TVs, DVD and MP3 players 

• Switch between devices at the touch of a button thanks to 
 our innovative, multipoint technology

• Go for hours with up to 12 hours talk time and 10 hours 
 audio listening time 

• Travel smart with a foldable headset, AC charger, in-flight 
 cable, USB charger and travel case all included
 *iPod not included

UNMATCHED 
VERsATILITY

Experience a new level of 
freedom with our innovative 
multipoint technology. It lets 
you switch between multiple 
devices like a mobile phone 
and PC-based softphone with 
the push of a button.

�



MX500i 3-IN-1 HEADSET 
Work anywhere handsfree with a versatile headset 
that lets you make crystal-clear calls on your PC-based 
softphone, cordless home phone or mobile phone.

• Let callers hear you not background noise with a 
 WindSmart® microphone that filters out noise in windy 
 and loud conditions 

• Talk in comfort thanks to our portable, ultra-light, 
 under-the-ear Flex Grip® design 

• Adjust your volume and mute your line with the touch 
 of a button 

• Enjoy the convenience of a single-ear design for 
 easy side conversations

PC
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Superior sound and reliability have made Plantronics 
headsets the smart choice for ENTERPRIsEs 
AND CONTACT CENTERs for more 
than 40 years. Today we’ve added even more styles 
to the mix, plus the latest audio technology and 
ergonomic advancements for greater privacy, 
clarity and exceptional wearing comfort.  

AT WORK



�

CS70 WIRELESS HEADSET SYSTEM
Leave your headset stereotypes behind with a sleek, 
stylized wireless model that’s so light you’ll forget 
you even have it on.

• Break the style barrier with this elegant, discreet design

• Work in comfort while wearing a lightweight headset built 
 for all-day use 

• Take clear, private calls anywhere in your office

• Recommended for environments with low ambient noise 
 or closed offices 

To learn more, see our Wireless System Comparison chart on page 12.

WHY WIRELESS?
Never be tied to your desk again and roam the office 
freely without missing a call, thanks to wireless 
technology that makes using your desk phone as 
convenient and portable as using a mobile phone. 

• Increase mobility, bringing calls to the conference room, 
 printer, fax—anywhere up to 300 feet from your phone

• Never miss a call with remote notification and 
 answer/end capability 

• Block interference from other wireless devices with 
 voice-dedicated 1.�GHz DECT™ technology 

• Keep conversations secure with digital encryption that 
 prevents eavesdropping
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CS55 WIRELESS HEADSET SYSTEM 

Get the job done with an all-around performer that 
delivers the perfect balance of sound quality, flexible 
wearing styles and mobility.

• Be heard clearly anywhere in the office with a Noise-Canceling 
 microphone that filters out background noise

• Choose your fit from over-the-ear, over-the-head and 
 behind-the-head wearing options 

• Talk all day with extended battery life that delivers 
 approximately 10 hours of talk time

• Recommended for all environments, even open floor 
 plans with average/loud ambient noise

Double the density of wireless headsets in your environment 
without sacrificing sound quality or range by using a mix of 
Plantronics CS�0 and CS�� headsets.

              Enjoy wireless PC-based softphone calls too when 
you choose the CS�0-USB, which offers the same benefits as 
the CS�� in a USB format, and operates on a �00MHz frequency.

PC

PC

PC
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To learn more, see our Wireless System Comparison chart on page 12.



HL10 AUTOMATIC HANDSET LIFTER

Add the HL10 Automatic Handset Lifter to any 
Plantronics wireless headset system and take 
wireless freedom to a whole new level as you answer 
and end calls remotely at the touch of a button.

• Free yourself from your desk and take calls while multitasking 
 around the office

• Never miss a call thanks to a remote, one-touch call 
 answer/end button that works directly from your headset 

Plantronics Headset Avaya Headset

CS55 with HL10 Lifter

Plantronics Voyager™ 510SL 
(includes HL10 Lifter)

SupraPlus® Wireless 
with HL10 Lifter

CS70 with HL10 Lifter

Avaya AWH55*

Avaya ABT35*

Avaya SupraElite Wireless*

Avaya AWH75*

PLANTRONICS PERFORMANCE 
FOR YOUR AVAYA TELEPHONE
Our Avaya-branded headsets make it easy to use cutting-edge 
Plantronics headset technology with your Avaya 4600, 5600 
and 9600 series telephone systems. 

*Note that these Avaya compatible models include Electronic Hookswitch 
  technology, eliminating the need for a separate HL10 Handset Lifter.

11
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Radio 
Frequency 
Technology

1.9GHz 
DECT

1.9GHz 
DECT

1.9GHz 
DECT

Bluetooth®

Wearing 
Style

Converts to 
over head, 
over ear, 

behind head

Behind ear Over head Behind ear

Recommended 
Environment

Open floor 
plans with 

average/loud 
ambient 

noise

Closed 
offices or 
areas with 

low ambient 
noise

Open floor 
plans with 

average/loud 
ambient 

noise

Areas with 
low/average 

ambient 
noise

Digital 
Encryption

Yes – 64 bit Yes – 64 bit Yes – 64 bit Yes – 128 bit

Roaming 
Range

Up to 300 
feet

Up to 300 
feet

Up to 300 
feet

Up to 33 
feet

Wearing 
Comfort 
Level

Optimized 
for easy 
on/off

Optimized 
for all-day 

wearing

Optimized 
for all-day 

wearing and 
easy on/off 

Optimized 
for all-day 

wearing

Noise-
Canceling 
Microphone

Yes No Yes Yes

Remote Ring 
Notification

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Single Button 
Call Control

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Volume/Mute 
Control

Yes Yes Yes Yes

CS55
CS70 Supra

Plu
s®

 

Wire
less

Plantro
nics 

Voyager™
 510S

WHICH WIRELESS SYSTEM IS RIGHT FOR YOU? 
Use this table to find the ideal wireless system for your 
environment and intended usage. 

VERSATILITY STYLE COMFORT SOUND
QUALITY

+++

++

+

Plantronics CS55

VERSATILITY STYLE COMFORT SOUND
QUALITY

+++

++

+

Plantronics SupraPlus Wireless

VERSATILITY STYLE COMFORT SOUND
QUALITY

+++

++

+

Plantronics Voyager 510S

VERSATILITY STYLE COMFORT SOUND
QUALITY

+++

++

+

Plantronics CS70

Wireless Systems at a glance

12



THE SUPRAPLUS® 
FAMILY OF PROFESSIONAL 
HEADSETS
The gold standard in performance 
and comfort—even for the most 
phone-intensive applications—
the SupraPlus family has been 
trusted by enterprises around 
the world for years.

Radio 
Frequency 
Technology

1.9GHz 
DECT

1.9GHz 
DECT

1.9GHz 
DECT

Bluetooth®

Wearing 
Style

Converts to 
over head, 
over ear, 

behind head

Behind ear Over head Behind ear

Recommended 
Environment

Open floor 
plans with 

average/loud 
ambient 

noise

Closed 
offices or 
areas with 

low ambient 
noise

Open floor 
plans with 

average/loud 
ambient 

noise

Areas with 
low/average 

ambient 
noise

Digital 
Encryption

Yes – 64 bit Yes – 64 bit Yes – 64 bit Yes – 128 bit

Roaming 
Range

Up to 300 
feet

Up to 300 
feet

Up to 300 
feet

Up to 33 
feet

Wearing 
Comfort 
Level

Optimized 
for easy 
on/off

Optimized 
for all-day 

wearing

Optimized 
for all-day 

wearing and 
easy on/off 

Optimized 
for all-day 

wearing

Noise-
Canceling 
Microphone

Yes No Yes Yes

Remote Ring 
Notification

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Single Button 
Call Control

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Volume/Mute 
Control

Yes Yes Yes Yes

CS55
CS70 Supra

Plu
s®

 

Wire
less

Plantro
nics 

Voyager™
 510S

• Enjoy high-quality conversations with our most trusted, 
 reliable headsets

• Match your work style, staying focused on calls with a 
 Binaural wearing option or collaborating freely using our 
 Monaural wearing option 

• Be heard clearly with the option of a Noise-Canceling 
 microphone that filters out background noise

• Take control of call quality when you add a Plantronics 
 amplifier featuring Clearline™ audio technology (corded 
 headsets only)

Which SupraPlus is right for you?

SupraPlus Wireless Headset System 

Cut the cord and step up to premium wireless audio with the 
SupraPlus Wireless 

SupraPlus Headset 

Get professional sound quality and all-day comfort with the 
world’s most trusted corded headset 

SupraPlus Wideband Headset  

Experience richer, more natural-sounding conversations 
when you combine this corded headset with your wideband-
enabled IP phone system

To learn more, see our Wireless System Comparison chart on page 12 and 
our Corded Comparison Chart on page 1�.

PC

PC

PC

PC

PC

PC

SupraPlus .Wireless .Model .
CS361n .is .the .first .wireless .
binaural .headset

13
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TRISTAR® HEADSETS
Enjoy lasting comfort, even on your longest calls, 
with a family of headsets that are so light and 
stable you’ll forget you’re wearing one.

• Talk in comfort with a lightweight, over-the-ear fit that’s 
 perfect for eyeglass wearers

• Take control of call quality when you add a Plantronics 
 amplifier featuring Clearline™ audio technology

• Be heard clearly with the option of a Noise-Canceling 
 microphone that filters out background noise

• Hear every caller clearly by adjusting tone and call quality 
 with ease using our SES® (Sound Enhancement System)

• Be heard clearly on every call with an ultra-high-performance 
 microphone that filters out �2% of unwanted background noise 
 with the Noise-Canceling model 

• Talk in comfort for hours with this lightweight design and 
 soft ear cushions

• Match your work style, stay focused on calls with a 
 Binaural wearing option and collaborate freely using our 
 Monaural wearing option

• Take control of call quality when you add a Plantronics 
 amplifier featuring Clearline audio technology

To learn more, see our Corded Comparison Chart on page 1�.

ENCORE® 
HEADSETS 
Experience richer-sounding calls 
with fully adjustable bass and 
treble controls.

PC

PC

PC

PC

PC

PC
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ENCORE® 
HEADSETS 
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SupraPlus® .SL*
 H3�1 •  •  • •  
 H3�1N  • •  • •  
 H3�1 •   • • •  
 H3�1N . .  •  • • •  
 P3�1 •  •  • •  •
 P3�1N  • •  • •  •
 P3�1 •   • • •  •
 P3�1N . .  •  • • •  •
SupraPlus®

 . H2�1 •  •  • •  
 H2�1N  • •  • •  
 H2�1 •   • • •   
 H2�1N  •  • • •  
 P2�1 •  •  • •  •
 P2�1N  • •  • •   •
 P2�1 •   • • •  •
 P2�1N  •  • • •   •
SupraPlus® .Wideband 
 HW2�1N  • •  • • •
 HW2�1N  •  • • • •
Encore® 
 H�1 •  •  • •    
 H�1N  • •  • •  
 H101 •   • • •   
 H101N  •  • • •  
 P�1 •  •  • •  • 
 P�1N  • •  • •  •
 P101 •   • • •  • 
 P101N  •  • • •  •
DuoPro®

 H1�1 •  •  •    
 H1�1N  • •  •   
 P1�1 •  •  •   • 
 P1�1N  • •  •   •
TriStar® 

 H81 •  •  • •  
 H81N  • •  • •  
 P81 •  •  • •  • 

Vo
IP

*SupraPlus .SL .models .feature .an .attractive .silver .finish .and .black .
 .leatherette .ear .cushions .for .added .style .and .comfort . .

WHICH CORDED MODEL IS RIGHT FOR YOU? 
Plantronics corded headsets are available in a variety 
of configurations designed to fit your specific needs. 
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In .order .be .compatible .with .VoIP .on .PC-based .softphones, .models .may .require .
the .dA40, .dA55, .or .dA60 .adapters . .(See .page .17 .for .adapter .information .) . .
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DUOPRO® HEADSETS
Get great audio performance in a versatile headset 
that converts easily from over-the-head to 
over-the-ear wearing options.

• Choose your fit from over-the-ear, over-the-head and 
 behind-the-head wearing options

• Talk with confidence thanks to a discreet, behind-the-head 
 neckband for added stability 

• Take control of call quality when you add a Plantronics 
 amplifier featuring Clearline™ audio technology

To learn more, see our Corded Comparison Chart on page 1�.

1�

COMPATIBILITY 
IN A sNAP

Give your team the flexibility 
to connect to headset-ready 
phones using the best direct 
connect solution in the 
industry—with either a 
Polaris headset or H-Top 
with an A10 cable. 



S12 TELEPHONE HEADSET SYSTEM
Bring hands-free convenience and comfort to any 
phone with this amplifier-headset system.

• Take control with simple, one-button volume and 
 mute features

• Be heard clearly with the option of a Noise-Canceling 
 microphone that filters out background noise

• Avoid interruptions with a Firefly® in-use indicator that 
 lets others know you’re on the phone

• Choose your fit from over-the-head or over-the-ear 
 wearing options

1�
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VISTA™ M22 AMPLIFIER 

OPTIMUM sOUND, 
EVERY TIME

The latest sound innovation 
from Plantronics, Clearline™ 
audio technology keeps call 
quality clear and consistent 
by equalizing incoming call 
volume, reducing loud noises 
to a more comfortable level and 
reducing the possibility of echo.

Take control of call quality on traditional PBX phones, 
IP phones and wideband IP phones by combining your 
Plantronics corded headset with our latest corded 
amplifier—the Vista M22 amplifier with Clearline 
audio technology.

• Improve intelligibility and block sound spikes by equalizing 
 incoming call volumes and preventing overly loud 
 transmissions thanks to Clearline audio technology

• Protect your investment today with an amplifier that will 
 work with your future investment—even a wideband IP 
 phone system 

• Reduce echoes for more natural conversations, even with 
 VoIP latency

• Get universal compatibility with virtually all business phones

*The Vista M22 Amplifier is a future-proof enhancement to the Vista M12. 
  It is backwards compatible with existing and future phone systems 
  including wideband.

18



DA55 ADAPTER 
Harness the power of PC-based softphones without 
sacrificing sound quality when you add this adapter 
to a Plantronics professional corded headset.

• Improve intelligibility and block sound spikes by equalizing 
 incoming call volumes and preventing overly loud 
 transmissions thanks to Clearline™ audio technology

• Reduce echoes for more natural conversations, even with 
 VoIP latency 

Also Available:

• DA60: the ideal VoIP softphone solution for contact 
 centers; includes PerSono Pro™ software and inline 
 volume/mute control

• DA40: affordable, enterprise-class sound

PC

PC

PC

PC

PC

PC
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Whether you’re looking for complete wireless 
freedom or simply want a little hands-free 
convenience, our MOBILE headsets deliver 
the comfort, style and freedom you need to keep 
the conversation going in any environment.

MOBILE



PLANTRONICS DISCOVERY™ 
Bluetooth® HEADSET FAMILY
Experience your clearest mobile calls yet with the 
sleek, featherweight Bluetooth headsets in the 
Discovery family.

• Take a load off with a headset that weighs just � grams 
 (1/3 of an ounce) 

• Go for hours and hours with up to 1� hours of talk time

• Recharge easily with our innovative charging pocket with 
 vibrating ring alert

Which Discovery is right for you?

Plantronics Discovery 655
Converse clearly, no matter where you are, with digitally 
enhanced sound thanks to our AudioIQ Digital Signal  
Processing (DSP) technology 

Plantronics Discovery 665 + Car Charger
Take superior sound on the road by reducing distracting 
line noise with AudioIQ—and stay powered with a convenient 
in-car charger 

M
O

B
IL

E
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Plantronics 
Discovery 655 
with AudioIQ

Plantronics Discovery 640E 
Bluetooth Headset 
Always be available thanks to an 
innovative charging system and up 
to 1� hours of talk time



PLANTRONICS EXPLORER™ 
Bluetooth® HEADSET FAMILY
Take control with an affordable, simple-to-use 
wireless headset family that lets you answer and 
end calls with the touch of a button.

• Work in comfort with a lightweight headset that weighs 
 only 2/3 of an ounce

• Go for hours with up to 8 hours of talk time 

• Answer and end calls wherever you want, using the 
 convenient remote answer/end call function on your headset

Which Explorer is right for you?

Plantronics Explorer 350 Bluetooth Headset + 
Car Charger
Charge and stow-to-go, with convenient in-car accessories 
that come standard 

Plantronics Explorer 340 Bluetooth Headset
Experience greater hands-free convenience with last-number 
redial and voice-activated dialing 

Plantronics Explorer 330 
Bluetooth Headset 
Talk continuously for up to 8-hours 
with this easy-to-use headset

Plantronics 
Explorer 350 
with Car Charger

22



MX500
Maintain professional calls on your most active 
days—whether you’re running through the airport 
or hailing a cab.

• Be heard clearly with a WindSmart® microphone that 
 filters out background noise

• Make it stick with a rugged, durable Flex Grip® design that 
 ensures stability and comfort 

• Personalize your fit and make sure every caller hears you,  
 thanks to a flexible, pivoting boom microphone

• Answer and end calls remotely from your headset with 
 simple, one-touch answer/end and mute features* 
	 *Volume	and	mute	controls	(MX505/MX510	models)	and	one-touch	call	answer/	
	 		end	button	(MX510	model	only)

Other corded mobile headsets include: 

MX250 
Filter background noise with a Noise-Canceling microphone

MX200 
Get a convenient and stable fit and quality sound with 
WindSmart microphone

M
O

B
IL
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CALLs MADE CLEAR

The future of intelligent headset 
design, Plantronics AudioIQ® uses 
advanced digital signal processing 
to automatically adjust voice and 
listening quality so every word 
can be heard clearly on both 
ends of the call.



When you combine one of our headsets with your 
cordless phone at HOME you’re free to roam 
from room to room while enjoying professional-
quality sound. So go ahead, pour a cup of coffee 
or grab your notebook from the other room while 
the conversation continues. 

AT HOME



CS55H HOME EDITION™ WIRELESS 
HEADSET FOR CORDLESS PHONES*

Walk and talk handsfree while working at home 
with the Plantronics CS55H Home Edition for home 
cordless or corded phones.

• Move from room to room with a wireless range of up 
 to 300 feet

• Ensure interference-free conversations with voice- 
 dedicated DECT™ �.0 technology (1.�GHz), which limits 
 interference from wireless networks or home appliances 

• Talk up a storm with up to 10 hours of talk time and the 
 ability to answer calls directly from your headset

• Filter background noise and be heard clearly with a 
 Noise-Canceling microphone

*Home phone shown not included
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M214C HEADSET 
FOR CORDLESS PHONES
Take control of call quality while on your cordless 
phone using this comfortable, affordable headset.

• Ensure callers hear you and only you by filtering background 
 noise with a Noise-Canceling microphone

• Optimize call volumes with our Microphone Adjust Switch 
 and one-touch volume/mute controls 

• Talk in comfort thanks to a secure, adjustable headband

PROFEssIONAL 
sOUND AT HOME

Adjust the sound on your 
cordless phone with a flip of 
our Microphone Adjust Switch, 
which optimizes talking volume 
to ensure every caller hears 
you clearly, regardless of your 
phone model.

2�



over .the .head

behind .the .ear

M175C MOBILE HEADSET 
FOR CORDLESS PHONES
Enjoy ultimate sound performance on your cordless 
phone and the versatility of two wearing styles.

• Choose your fit from one of two wearing styles

• Tune out the clamor and be heard clearly with a 
 Noise-Canceling microphone 

• Optimize call volumes with our Microphone Adjust Switch 
 and one-touch volume/mute controls

CT12 CORDLESS 
HEADSET TELEPHONE
Never miss a call as you roam your 
home with this ultra-compact, cordless 
telephone and accompanying headset.

• Keep your hands free by clipping the “take 
 with you” dialpad to your belt or clothing

• Be heard clearly with a Noise-Canceling microphone 
 designed to filter out background noise 

• See who’s calling with Caller ID/Call Waiting displayed 
 on the “take with you” dialpad

• Avoid interruptions with a Firefly® in-use indicator light 
 that lets others know you’re on the phone

2�
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.AUDIO™ 350 OVER-THE-HEAD 
MULTIMEDIA HEADSET
Deepen your sound experience with pure 
audio precision while listening to music, 
gaming and chatting online.

• Supercharge your listening experience 
 with rich, resonant stereo sound

• Move the microphone where you want 
 with the QuickAdjust™ telescoping boom 

• Filter out background noise with the 
 Noise-Canceling microphone

• Put control at your fingertips with inline 
 volume and mute

Our COMPUTER headsets are second to 
none in fully adjustable comfort and sound quality. 
They’re designed to work with all your favorite 
computer applications, major messenger services 
(including AOL®, Yahoo!®, Windows Live™ and 
Skype®) and USB.  

PC
PC

PC

PC



.AUDIO™ 450 
OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE 
ON-THE-GO HEADSET
Make life portable—talking, gaming 
or listening to music on your laptop 
with stereo-quality sound.

• Focus on the sound with dual earbuds 
 delivering rich stereo audio

• Cut the background clamor with the Noise-Canceling 
 microphone 

• Position your microphone precisely where you want it 
 with our QuickAdjust™ boom

• Get your fit with the sleek, discreet Flex Grip® design 
 that ensures stability and comfort

• Stay in control with inline volume and mute 

.AUDIO™ 340 
BEHIND-THE-HEAD 
STEREO HEADSET
Intensify your multimedia experience 
through a fusion of full-range stereo 
sound, crystal-clear voice accuracy 
and cool style.

• Listen in comfort with plush, 
 dual-ear cushions that deliver rich stereo audio

• Move the microphone where you want with the 
 QuickAdjust telescoping and pivoting boom 

• Boost speech accuracy and be heard clearly with 
 the Noise-Canceling microphone

• Convenience is within reach with the inline volume 
 and mute
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GAMECOM™ X30 
HEADSET FOR 
HARDCORE GAMING
Dominate your game and 
blow away the competition 
with the ultimate, industrial- 
strength headset for Xbox 360.™

• Keep your edge with an 
 ultra-light fit for extended- 
 session comfort

• Ensure your enemies hear 
 you with the extendable, 
 flexible boom and Noise- 
 Canceling microphone 

• Stay in command with inline 
 volume and mute controls

 Xbox Live® service is required for 
 online voice communications.

Bring your GAMEs to life like never before 
while enjoying the extra competitive edge of fuller, 
more dynamic sound and all-day wearing comfort.   

GAMING



GAMECOM™ P20 
PORTABLE STEREO 
HEADSET FOR THE PSP®

Chat, jam and chill with an on-the-go stereo 
headset that’s designed to deliver intense sound 
for gaming, music, movies and chat on the Sony 
PlayStation® Portable.

• Enjoy the comfort and stability of easy-to-wear 
 Flex Grip® earbuds that deliver full-range 
 stereo sound

• Take it anywhere thanks to a discreet 
 design that slips easily into a pocket or purse 

• Stay in command with the QuickAdjust microphone boom 
 and inline volume and mute controls
Sony, PlayStation Portable and PSP are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment, Inc.

.AUDIO™ 370 MULTI-PLAYER 
“OPEN EAR” GAMING HEADSET
Experience full-throttle team interaction 
and competition with this multimedia 
“open ear” headset that allows ambient 
voices to enrich your gaming sessions.

• Get maximum bass response and 
 stereo-enriched resonance with 
 40mm speakers

• Ensure hours of sound intensity in lightweight, 
 form-fitting comfort

• Adjust the Noise-Canceling microphone 
 and assure accurate positioning with the 
 pivoting QuickAdjust™ boom

• Stay in control with the inline volume and mute

GAMECOM™ X30 
HEADSET FOR 
HARDCORE GAMING

Choose .the .right .headset .for .your .gaming .platform: .
PlayStation .Portable .or .Xbox .360 . .Either .way, .we .can .
hook .you .up . .Just .remember .that .you’ll .need .the .Xbox .
Live® .service .for .online .voice .communications .

Xbox 3�0™ PSP
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